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state of the object or phenomenon through observing them at
various instances [18]. The ultimate aim of change detection
in remote sensing involves the identification of the location
geographically, recognizing them, and quantifying the types
of change and finally, analyzing the accuracy outcomes [19].
Remote sensing data assists the change detection as the
change of the interested object specifies the spectral behavior,
such as value of reflectance or local texture that is
differentiated using the changes influenced through certain
factors, like illumination angles and viewing angles, state of
the atmospheric, and moisture of the soil [20] [10].
Traditional methods using the remote sensing data depend on
the image-based vegetation indices, like Enhanced
Vegetation Index, Soil-Adjusted Vegetation Index (SAVI),
Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, and modified SAVI
for accessing the condition of vegetation [11]. Additionally,
there are few indices that reflect the spatial heterogeneity and
vegetation patterns, like the landscape connectivity index [12]
and Moving Standard Deviation (SD) index [13]. For the past
few decades, there are a large number of spatial decision
support system to support the decision makers in the areas of
resource allocation and, particularly, spatial planning
problems [14]. An idea for the automatic modification of
geographical information system (GIS) databases using
multispectral remote sensing data was used [15]. At present,
object-based approaches are used for forest change detection
for combining the contextual analysis for the visual
interpretation with the quantitative aspect of pixel-based
approaches [9].The primary intention of this research is to
design and develop an approach for forest change detection
using satellite images. This work proposes an enhanced forest
change detection model based on pixel based method, which
utilizes the Bhattacharya distance. Initially, two satellite
images is considered from the same geographical area. Then,
the pre-processing is applied on these images by the filtering
approach. After the pre-processing stage, the feature
extraction is performed based on the Vegetative Indices, such
as RVI, NDVI, EVI, WDRVI, GARI, CI_Green, and GLAI.
Here, the forest area segmentation is performed by the newly
developed segmentation method, KFAR model, which is the
integration of KFCM and auto regressive model. The
segmented results from both the images are given to the
proposed change detection model that utilizes the pixel based
method with Bhattacharya distance. Thus, the proposed
model generates the output effectively; detecting the changes
in the satellite images.

Abstract: Satellite images are used for applications related to
the forest change detection, forest cover management, and so on
as remote sensing provides the rich source of information for
change detection. In this paper, the vegetation indices play a
major role in extracting the useful information from the satellite
images and the commonly employed indices. This paper analyzes
the imagery data from the remote sensing satellites for detecting
the changes in the forest over the year’s 2007-2017 using the
pixel-based Bhattacharya distance. The indices from the satellite
images are fed to the automatic segmentation model using the
proposed Kernel Fuzzy Auto regressive (KFAR) model, which is
the modified Kernel Fuzzy C-Means (KFCM) Clustering
algorithm with the Conditional Autoregressive Value at Risk
(CAVIAR). The forest change detection using the pixel-based
Bhattacharya distance follows the segmentation, and the
experimentation reveals that the proposed method acquired the
minimal MSE and maximal accuracy of 0.0581 and 0.9211.
Keywords: Kernel Fuzzy C-Means Clustering, CAVIAR,
vegetative index, Satellite data, Forest change detection
I. INTRODUCTION

satellite data are employed extensively for research for the
past few years and mainly, in forecasting weather, monitoring
the environmental conditions globally, geological, and
geographical applications. The applications of remote sensing
in the areas of natural hazards and disasters are recently
trending and play a major role in creating awareness among
the people regarding the environment specially, regarding the
climatic changes in the environment. It is significant to note
that the climate changes and growth of population raises the
pressure on the highlands of the world. The outcome of the
pressure is diverse that includes the following: growth in
urban areas, intensified agriculture, degradation of the forest
areas, lack of biodiversity, increasing degradation of the
healthy land, and soil erosion [8]. Operational systems to
monitor and update the forest maps are essential for many
applications, like carbon budgeting, forest management, and
habitat monitoring [16, 17] [9]. Change detection of forest
refers to the method of determining the change regarding the
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satellite image of the instant t  1 . The satellite images of the
same area coverage is chosen so that to detect the changes in
the particular forest area within the duration t and t  1 .

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

This section reviews eight existing methods of forest
classification. The discussion follows: Manabu Watanabe et
al. [1] developed the early detection method for detecting the
deforestation using the L-band synthetic aperture radar (SAR)
that was effective in detecting the later-stage of deforestation.
The demerit of the method was that the HV image did not
show appropriate change. Unmesh Khati et al. [2] developed
a method for identifying the forest destruction using the SAR
data that assisted the application of dual-pol SAR data to
detect the forest cover. The drawback was that the method
failed to perform poor with the Sentinel-1A/B data. Akansha
Singh and Krishna Kant Singh [3] developed a method based
on unsupervised detection based on the Kullback Leibler
distance, which enabled better results in the occurrence of the
natural disasters even under varied image acquisitions
situations. The demerit of the method was that whenever the
images were recorded from a single incidence angle that
resulted in the information loss. Salman H. Khan et al. [4]
established the forest change detection method based on Deep
Neural Networks that accurately localized the change to
predict the onset and offset timings. The method was not
applicable in case of the large-scale annotated data set. Neha
Gupta et al. [5] used an approach based on the binary
descriptor to detect the change using the bitemporal optical
satellite images that enabled the smoother visual outcomes.
The drawback of the method was that it formed long codes to
make the LBSP codes statistically weak. Hichem Sahbi [6]
developed a method based on the relevance feedback and
Context-Aware Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) that
enhanced the performance of the change detection, but it was
inadequate to analyze the structures. Oliver Cartus et al. [7]
developed an error model to map the forest area that
facilitated the frequent observation and timely detection, but
the method was that it disregarded the backscatter
contributions arising as a result of the interactions.

B. Preprocessing
The major step is the pre-processing the input satellite images
A' and B ' of dimension P  Q  in order ensure the effective
processing in the further steps. For pre-processing, bilateral
filter is applied, which is a spatially varying filter, aiming at
preserving the edges when compared with the other filters.
The bilateral filter finds the weighed sum of the neighbouring
pixels, where the weight depends on the spatial and the
intensity distance that assures the edge preservation. The
pre-processed images are denoted as, A and B .
C. Extraction of the vegetative indices from the satellite
image
Vegetation index measures the measure of the greenness in
the pixels of the input satellite image and the index defines the
strength of the vegetation in the satellite image pixel-wise. In
general, vegetation index [23] [25] [26] is the transformation
of the spectral bands, which gives a clear view of the green
plants found in the pixel in such a way that they are distinct in
comparison with the other pixels of the input satellite image.
D. Forest area segmentation using the proposed Kernel
Fuzzy Autoregressive model:
The proposed KFAR is the integration of the CAVIAR in the
KFCM, which inherits the advantages of both KFCM [21] and
auto regressive model, CAVIAR [22]. The advantage of
CAVIAR is that it solves the following issues: It yields a
model to estimate the required parameters with the known
variables at time   1 , facilitates the estimation of the
unknown parameters either through the optimization or any
loss function, and enables the effective quality in estimation.
On the other hand, the KFCM stands as the modification of
the standard FCM with the kernel functions in such a way that
the small deviations among the segments are managed
effectively. The major role of the kernel functions is to map
the input data of the non-linear type in the given dimensional
area, which suffered from the complexity of dealing with the
high-dimensional space, taking large time. Hence, the
computational complexities are addressed using the
integration of the CAVIAR in KFCM. Moreover, the
segmentation using the standard KFCM did not consider the
data of the previous predictions for enabling the current
prediction and in addition, method failed in case of the
additive noise. On the other hand, the non-linear mapping of
the nodes as clusters is a simple and easy mechanism in
KFCM. Thus, integrating CAVIAR with KFCM makes the
segmentation process an effective, simple, and easy process
through the consideration of the prediction results of the past
in the current prediction. Following are the steps of the
proposed algorithm,
Step 1: Initialization: The initialization is the first step that
initializes the randomly chosen centroid as, G k ; 1  k  M  ,
where, M stands for the total centriods and let us assume the
fuzzy c-partition as, R .

III. EXPERIMENTATION

A. Forest change detection using the Kernel Fuzzy Auto
regressive model based on the vegetative indices
This paper utilizes the satellite images for the forest change
detection and for the detection two satellite images covering
the geographical area of the same region is chosen. Initially,
the input satellite images are subjected to the pre-processing
using the filtering method that makes the image fit for the
further processing that includes the feature extraction and
classification. From the pre-processed images, the vegetation
indices are obtained that and subjected to the classification
using the proposed clustering approach. The proposed
approach is based on the KFAR model, which is modelled
with the integration of the CAVIAR in the KFCM clustering
approach. The clustering yields the forest and the non-forest
segments from the satellite images, which are subjected to
mapping based on the Bhattacharya distance. The pixel-based
matching is employed for determining the changes in the
pixels with respect to both the satellite images. Figure 1 shows
the block diagram of forest change detection method. Let us
consider two satellite images A' and B ' of dimension
P  Q in such a way that the image A' corresponds to the
satellite image of instant t  1 and B ' corresponds to the
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Consider the fuzzification parameter as, u , where u varies
between 1 and infinity and let us assume a factor  , which is
greater than zero.
Step 2: Calculate the membership matrix: Let us consider the
membership function R  U lk  that is formulated as,

Where, g represents the total data points in the cluster and
M corresponds to the total centroids. Now, let us assume that
p  q  2 and hence, the equation (5) becomes,
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The CAVIAR equation (7) is integrated in equation (4) as,
(1)
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the k th cluster center and  z l , Gk  refers to the kernel
function that is calculated depending on the exponential
kernel that is formulated as,
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The application of the exponential kernel functions is that it
finds application in the real-world scenarios and the kernel
function,  z l , Gk  computes the similarity among each data
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E. Mapping the segments based on the pixel-wise
Bhattacharya distance
After segmenting the images, A and B as forest and
non-forest regions, it is essential to map the segments of
A with respect to B so that to identify the forest regions of
A in B to discover the changes in the forest regions, which is
done using the Bhattacharya distance. The region mapping is
performed for individual pixels based on the minimal value of
the Bhattacharya distance, which is formulated as,
 1     B 2 
1 1   2 A  2B

D  A, B   ln   2  2  2    2A
4 4  B  A
4   B   2 A 



(11)

The CAVIAR update equation is given as,

Gkt     0    r Gkt r      i  Lz t i 

l

Where, S1 and S 2 are the centroids signifying the segments
denotes the forest and non-forest segments and
w  A, B denoting the segments of the images A and B . In
other words, the prediction of the changes in the forest area of
the instant t is made through the satellite image of the instant
t  1 and t through extraction of the features and segmenting
them using the automatic segmentation model, KFAR.

f

mlkf

f
lk

Whenever  exceeds  , repeat from step 2 or else terminate.
The results of the proposed KFAR model are the segments of
the input images A and B that signify the forest and the
non-forest segments of the image. The segments of the images
are denoted as,
S w  S1 , S 2 
(10)

Equation (3) is the standard equation of KFCM that is
subjected to modification using the CAVIAR equation, for
which the above equation is rearranged as follows,

 mlk  z l , Gk . z l

l

 m  z , G 

  max R t 1  R t

f



k

of the centroids in the iterations t  1 and t  2 ,
respectively. It is clear from the above formula that the
centroid of the new iteration is based on the centroids of the
previous three iterations, t , t  1 , and t  2 , and their
fitness measure, which is based on the clustering distance.
Step 4: Verify the stopping criterion: Upon the completion of
the update process of the centroid and the membership
degree, the stopping criterion is verified and the iteration is
repeated from step 2. The stopping criterion is given as,

 mlk  z l , Gk . z l
mlkf

l

previous iterations, and Lzt 1  and Lzt 2  are the fitness

kernel function  z l , Gk  remains small making the weighted
sum of the data points remain highly robust. Thus, it is clear
that the efficiency of segmenting the incomplete data is high
using the proposed KFAR.
Step 3: Update the cluster centers: The cluster centers are
updated following the update in the membership degree that is
given as,
l 1
g

l 1
g

f
lk

(8)
Where, Gkt , Gkt 1   , and Gkt 2   are the centroids of the

the data point z l rests away from the other data points, the

Gkt 1 

 m  z , G . z
l 1

point z l with respect to the k th cluster center G k . Whenever

g

(7)

(5)

Where,  0 symbolizes the co-vector of the unknown
parameters and c  p  q  1 denotes the dimension of  ,
and Lzt i  signifies the fitness of z t i that is computed
based on the clustering distance between the centroid and the
individual data point. The clustering distance is given as,
1 g M
Lz t i      z l  Gkt 1
(6)
M l 1 k 1
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Where, D  A, B  refers to the Bhattacharya distance between

database_1, b) Original image (2015) from database_1, c)
Forest change reported in 2007. Figure 2 shows the sample
results of the experiment and figure 2 a) and figure 2 b) shows
the original image of the year 2007 taken from database_2.
The forest change results are enumerated in figure 2 c)

A and B distributions or segments.  2 A and  2 B

corresponds to the variance of A th and B th distributions, and
 A and  B are the mean of the A th and B th distributions.
F. Forest change detection using the Pixel-based
approach:
Once the mapping is completed based on the pixel-wise
Bhattacharya distance, the change in the forest area is
determined. The change in the forest area for the current
instance t is based on the forest area of the instance t  1 for
which initially, the intersection points  A  B  is computed.
Once the intersection points are derived, the intersection
points are subtracted from the image B , which represent the
satellite image of instant t .
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The section demonstrates the results of the proposed KFAR
model in comparison with the comparative methods, and the
analysis is made using the reference image of the years 2007.
and 2008, respectively. The analysis based on the
performance metrics enables the declaration of the effective
method.

Figure 2. Sample results of the experiment using reference
image (2007) of database 2, a) Original image (2015) from
database_2, b) Original image (2015) from database_2, c)
Forest change reported in 2007.

A. Experimental setup
The methods for forest change detection are implemented in
MATLAB using the dataset taken from [24]. From the dataset
two images are considered corresponding to both the years
2007 and 2008 in order to detect the changes in the forest area
for the successive years, 2009, 2010, 2015, 2016, and 2017.
The reference image_1 corresponds to the satellite image of
2007 taken from dataset with the north latitude 13 and east
longitude 075, whereas the reference image_2 is obtained
from the satellite image of the year 2008 taken from the
dataset with the north latitude 13 and east longitude 075.
Similarly, the reference image_3 and reference image_4 are
the satellite images of the year 2007 and 2008 with the north
latitude 12 and east longitude 076.
B. Experimental Results
This section demonstrates the experimental results of the
forest change detection using KFAR model using the images
obtained
from
the
dataset,
Global
PALSAR-2/PALSAR/JERS-1 with the Mosaic and Forest /
Non-forest Maps. Figure 1 shows the sample results of the
experiment and figure 1 a) and figure 1 b) shows the original
image of the year 2007 taken from database_1. The forest
change results are enumerated in figure 1c).

V. CONCLUSION

The forest change detection is performed using the proposed
approach based on the pixel-based Bhattacharya distance for
which the satellite images of two years are employed so that
the change in the forest area with respect to the previous year
is determined. To initiate the effective forest change detection
with the satellite images, the vegetation indices that represent
the feature vectors is extracted from the reference images after
pre-processing using the bi-lateral filtering approach. The
features are fed to the proposed segmentation method, Kernel
Fuzzy Auto regressive model that is the integration of the
Kernel Fuzzy C-Means Clustering and auto regressive model.
The segments derived using the features are subjected to the
mapping based on the pixel-based Bhattacharya distance and
finally, the change in the forest is determined effectively using
the pixel-based approach. The experimentation of the method
is performed using two images taken from Global PALSAR-2
from 2007 and 2008. The analysis of the methods reveals that
the proposed method acquired the minimal MSE and maximal
accuracy of 0.0581 and 0.9211. The future direction of the
forest change detection is based on any optimization methods
that would enhance the performance of the detection process.
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